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Operation Instruction:

You can choose function mode through pressing button and display, 
and also can set timing parameters. After all parameters have been 
set, they can be stored automatically and will not lose if power fails. 
The following are some noun descriptions about parameter setting:

Button: there are 4 buttons which are [SET], [SWI], [NUM+] and 
[NUM-]

Parameters:

Working Voltage: DC 12V

Working Current: <50mA (less than 15mA if the relay doesn’t work, 
less than 3mA if the display is closed)

Working Temperature: recommending 20℃~60℃ 
(Limit Range: -30℃~70℃)

Load Capacity: 

Maximum capacity of relay NO port: DC 0-30V/10A, AC 0-250V/10A
Maximum capacity of relay NC port: DC 0-28V/10A, AC 0-125V/10A

Usage Restriction:

Working life of the relay is to work with full load for 10 thousand 
times, so it is suitable for the situation which has low pull-in 
frequency or larger current controlled situation, rather than using in 
the situation of fast repetitive operation 

Remember to consider load capacity remaining of relay interface; 
pure resistive load should save capacity remaining more than 1 
times, and inductive load or capacitive load should save more than 
3 times remaining at least 

Features:

The module has power supply reversed connection protection, so it 
will not be damaged if connecting wrong power supply 

It adopts quality power supply module of high voltage resistance, 
making the system more stable and reliable 

With 0.1s timing function, timing precision is upgraded to 0.01 second 

There is automatic power-saving function, and users can set it by 
yourself 

All setting options can be saved automatically, and the setting 
contents will not lose if power fails 

Functions:

Users can choose one of the following 18 functions according to 
pressing button and displaying. You can set and save functions’ 
parameters, as well as check parameter of present function. Time’s 
parameter can be set to adjustable 0.1 second, and the precision up 
to 0.01s 

Tips: 1-8 functions will start automatically after power up, and 9-18 
functions need high-level pulse signal to trigger start-up (high-level 
duration can’t be less than 20ms, and the following is the same.). The 
function 9 is self-locked mode and function 10 is level-control mode

Function 1: Timing Pull-In: After getting electricity, the relay is pull-in 
when T1 time is delayed. T1 is adjustable among 0.1 second to 270 
hours; give Ch1 interface a high-level pulse signal, and repeat the 
foresaid function once 

Function 2: Timing Disconnection: When getting electricity, the relay 
is pull-in; the relay disconnects when T1 time is delayed. T1 is 
adjustable among 0.1s to 270h. Give Ch1 interface a high-level pulse 
signal, and repeat the foresaid function once 

Function 3: Timing Pull-In & Disconnection Later: After getting 
electricity, do not make pull in firstly until the delayed time T1 arrives; 
relay is disconnected after pull-in time T2 arrives. Delayed time T1 
and T2 are adjustable among 0.1s to 270h. Give Ch1 interface a 
high-level pulse signal, and repeat the foresaid function once 

Function 4: Timing Disconnection & pull-In Later: After power up, 
relay should be pull-in immediately, and it is disconnected after 
delayed time T1 arrives; it is pull-in after off-state time T2 arrives. 
Delayed time T1 and T2 are adjustable among 0.1s to 270h. Give 
Ch1 interface a high-level pulse signal, and repeat the above 
function once 

Function 5: Unlimited Circular Timing Mode 1: After power up, relay 
doesn’t be pull-in until delayed time T1 arrives; disconnect the relay 
after pull-in time T2 arrives, then repeat again the above state. 
Delayed time T1 and T2 are adjustable among 0.1s to 270h. Give 

CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal, then you can restart the 
above function

Function 6: Unlimited Circular Timing Mode 2: After power up, relay 
is pull-in immediately, and it is disconnected after delayed time T1 
arrives; it is pull-in after off-state time T2 arrives, and then repeat 
again the above state. Delayed time T1 and T2 are adjustable among 
0.1s to 270h. Give CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal, then you 
can restart the above function

Function 7: Limited Circular Timing Mode 1: After power up, relay 
doesn’t be pull-in until delayed time T1 arrives; disconnect it after 
pull-in time T2 arrives, then repeat NX times the above state. At this 
time, T1 and T2 are adjustable among 0.1s to 9999s, and circular 
times NX is adjustable among once to 9999 times. Give CH1 interface 
a high-level pulse signal, then you can restart the above function 

times the above state. At this time, T1 and T2 are adjustable among 

0.1s to 9999s, and circular times NX is adjustable among once to 
9999 times. Give CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal, then you 
can restart the above function 

Function 9: Self-locked Mode: Give CH1 interface a high-level pulse 
signal, and the relay is pull-in, and then give one more high-level 
pulse signal to disconnect the relay 

Function 10: Trigger Mode: With delayed disconnecting function, the 
relay doesn’t work after power on, giving CH1 interface a high-level 
pulse signal, and the relay is pull-in immediately; it is still pull-in after 
the CH1 signal disappear, and the relay is disconnected when pull-in 
time T1 arrives. At this time, T1 is adjustable among 0s to 270h 

Note: In this function, if you set T1 as 0 second, it will become the 
situation as follows: the relay can be pull-in when Ch1 has high-level 
signal, and will be disconnected immediately without the signal 

Function 11: Trigger Timing Pull-In: Relay doesn’t work after power 
on, giving Ch1 interface a high-level pulse signal and delaying T1 
time, the relay is pull-in; T1 is adjustable among 0.1s to 270h. Give 
CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal, and then repeat the above 
function once 

Function 12: Trigger Timing Disconnection: Relay doesn’t work after 
power on, giving Ch1 interface a high-level pulse signal, the relay is 
pull-in, and it is disconnected if delaying T1 time; T1 is adjustable 
among 0.1s to 270h. Give CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal, 
and then repeat the above function once 

Function 13: Trigger Timing Pull-In & Disconnection Later: Relay 
doesn’t work after power on, giving Ch1 interface a high-level pulse 
signal, and it is pull-in after delayed time T1 arrives; it is 
disconnected after pull-in time T2 arrives. Delayed time T1 and T2 
are adjustable among 0.1s to 270h. Give CH1 interface a high-level 
pulse signal, and then repeat the above function once

Function 14: Trigger Timing Disconnection & Pull-In Later: Relay 
doesn’t work after power on, giving Ch1 interface a high-level pulse 
signal, and the relay will be pull-in immediately, then it will be 
disconnected after delayed time T1 arrives; it will be pull-in after 
off-state time T2 arrives. Delayed time T1 and T2 are adjustable 
among 0.1s to 270h. Give CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal, 
and then repeat the above function once

Function 15: Unlimited Circular Timing Mode 1: Relay doesn’t work 
after power on, giving CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal, and 
then it is pull-in after delayed time T1 arrives; it will be disconnected 
after pull-in time T2 arrives, and then repeat again the above state. 
Delayed time T1 and T2 are adjustable among 0.1s to 270h. Give 
CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal again, which is able to restart 
the above function

Function 16: Unlimited Circular Timing Mode 2: Relay doesn’t work 
after power on, giving CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal, and 
the relay will be pull-in immediately, then it will be disconnected after 
delayed time T1 arrives; it will be pull-in after off-state time T2 arrives, 
and then repeat again the above state. Delayed time T1 and T2 are 
adjustable among 0.1s to 270h. Giving CH1 interface a high-level 
pulse signal repeatedly is able to restart the above function

Function 17: Limited Circular Timing Mode 1: Relay doesn’t work 
after power on, giving CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal, and 
then it is pull-in after delayed time T1 arrives; it will be disconnected 
after pull-in time T2 arrives, and then repeat NX times the above 
state. At this time, T1 and T2 are adjustable among 0.1s to 9999s, 
and circular times NX is adjustable among once to 9999 times. Giving 
CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal repeatedly is able to restart 
the above function

Function 18: Limited Circular Timing Mode 2: Relay doesn’t work 
after power on, giving CH1 interface a high-level pulse signal, and it 
is pull-in immediately, and then it will be disconnected after delayed 
time T1 arrives; it is pull-in after off-state time T2 arrives, and then 
repeat NX times the above state. At this time, T1 and T2 are 
adjustable among 0.1s to 9999s, and circular times NX is adjustable 
among once to 9999 times. Giving CH1 interface a high-level pulse 
signal repeatedly is able to restart the above function

Short Pressing: it means that time of pressing button is less than 1s
Long Pressing: it means that time of pressing button is more than 1s
Working Mode: there are 3 modes which are [working mode], [view 
mode] and [setup mode]

Working Mode: there are 3 modes which are [working mode], [view 
mode] and [setup mode]

User Parameter: there are 4 kinds of parameter which can be set 
(4 blue LED respectively refer to 4 kinds of parameter.). They are:

[MD]: when MD indicator light is on, digital tube displays present
program function; 18 functions are optional

[T1]: when T1 indicator light is on, digital tube displays timing 
time T1 which can be 0-9999

[T2]: when T2 indicator light is on, digital tube displays timing 
time T2 which can be 0-9999
[NX]: when NX indicator light is on, the contents that digital tube 
displays can have different meaning in different functions:

In 1-6 and 11-16 functions, the contents that NX digital tube
displays refer to time radix of T1 and T2 timing. The former two
digits refer to T1 and the last two digits refer to T2, for 
example: if NX is “01 01”, it means that T1 and T2 timing time 
unit is 1 second, if NX is “10 02”, it means that T1 timing unit is 
10 second and T2 timing unit is 2 second. So the maximum 
timing time is 9999*99 seconds that is about 270 hours

In 7, 8, 17 and 18 functions, when NX indicator light is on, 4 
digits refer to circular times. At this time, T1 and T2 time units 
are fixed as 1 second, so the maximum timing time of limited 
circular mode is 9999 seconds

4 blue LED indicator lights, 
referring to 4 kinds of parameter

4 8-segment digital tube Indicator Light of Power Supply
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Working Mode:

It will enter into working mode after power on, at this time, LED 
indicator light is flashing and digital tube displays countdown of 
present timing time. When timing returns to 0, it displays current 
function number, for example, “--0 1” means that current operating 
function is 1

Short pressing [SET] enters into power-saving program which can 
work normally if the display is off; Pressing again can recover to 
display

Long pressing [SET] enters into [setup mode]
Long pressing [SWI] enters into [view mode]

Long pressing [NUM+] enters into 10-second auto power-saving 
mode which is set successfully when whole digital tube flashes 2 
times. After entering into power-saving mode, if you don’t operate 
any buttons within 10s, the display will be closed, but program can 
work normally. You can shortly press [SET] to temporarily recover 
display, also can long press [NUM+] again to exit out auto 
power-saving mode; the setting is successful when whole digital tube 
flashes 3 times

Long pressing [NUM-] means that current function resets and stop 
operating, and then short pressing [NUM-] can recover to operate.
After entering into reset and stop state, LED indicator light will not 
flash

View Mode:

After power on, long pressing [SWI] button can enter into view mode. 
In this mode, you can view parameter of current working function; 
view mode will not affect continuous working of current function

Shortly press [SET] to switch parameters that need to be set and you 
can choose [MD], [T1], [T2] or [NX]. The LED indicator light of 
selected parameter will be on, and digital tube will display set 
parameter

Long press [SWI] to exit out [view mode] and enter into [working 
mode]

Setup Mode:

After power on, long pressing [SET] enters into setup mode. In this 
mode, you can choose function and set parameters; once entering 
into setup mode, all functions stop working and enter into initial state. 
After exiting out setup mode, the module will start to operate selected 
function immediately

Shortly press [SET] to switch parameters that need to be set and you 
can choose [MD], [T1], [T2] or [X10]. The LED indicator light of 
selected parameter will be on, and digital tube will display set 
parameter

Shortly press [SWI] to switch selected digital tube that will be flash 
and display 

Shortly press [NUM+] and the numerical value of selected digital tube 
will add 1 till it adds to 9

Shortly press [NUM-] and the numerical value of selected digital tube 
will subtract 1 till it is subtracted to 0

In setting parameter of [T1] or [T2], long press [SWI] and decimal 
point will appear; long press [SWI] again, the decimal point will 
disappear
Long press [SET] to save parameters and enter into [working mode]

Setup Example:

Example 1: If you want to control a desk lamp, hoping that it can 
automatically work for an hour every time you press the button, then 
it can light off, you can choose function 10 or function 12 to set the 
parameters in this application; now we take function 12 as example to
set the parameters:

MOD = “- - 1 2”
T1 = “3 6 0 0”
T2 = “X X X X”
NX = “0 1 X X” (X can be any value, no need this time)

Meanwhile, regard Ch1 as user’s switch. Setup process is as follows:

Long press [SET] to enter into [setup mode], then you can see that 
MOD indicator light is on and the last digit is flashing it means that
the current digital tube displays value of parameter MOD

Short pressing [NUM+] and [NUM-] can adjust the value of current 
flashing digital tube and pressing [SWI] can switch flashing digital
tube; Set MOD value as “- - 1 2” by pressing [NUM+] and [SWI]

Shortly press [SET] again, then indicator light of parameter T1 is 
on, likewise, set T1 as “3 6 0 0” by pressing [NUM+] and [SWI]

T2 hasn’t been used yet, so you don’t need to set it

NX need to be set as “0 1 0 1” which means that T1 and T2 timing 
radix is 1 second

Long press [SET] to save setup and exit out [setup mode], and set 
function start to work immediately

Example 2: after power on, you want that the machine can work for an 
hour, and then stop for 10 minutes, and this circular operation lasts for 
5 times, then finally the machine is turned off. You can choose function 
8 in this application, and setting the parameters is as follows:

MOD = “- - 0 8”
T1 = “3 6 0 0”
T2 = “0 6 0 0”
NX = “0 0 0 5” (at this time, NX means circular times)
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Wiring Instruction:

Kindly Reminder: If this module and the load use the same DC power 
supply, it may cause the phenomenon that the module works unstably 
occasionally due to insufficient power supply capability or 
inappropriate wires connection. If there is this phenomenon, please 
deal with in accordance with the following methods. (Although you 
haven’t found such problem temporarily, please also abide by the 
following suggestions)

Separate connecting: you should respectively draw two wires out of 
DC power supply positive pole; one wire connects module’s DC + 
interface for module’s use, the other one connects NO interface for 
load’s use. The negative pole of power supply should also be handled 
separately like this.

Replace a power supply with larger output current: if the load is 
inductive or capacitive load like motor, you should choose the DC 
power supply with large capacity, for example, if you use 1A motor, 
3-5A power supply is rational because motor’s starting current is 3-7
times of rated current, if the capacity is too small, it will cause that 
voltage suddenly fall down to make the module reset

Connects capacitor in parallel: if the above two methods can’t achieve 
ideal effect, please connect in parallel an electrolytic capacitor with 
over 470uf/35V capacitance between DC+ and DC-

Module Interface:

Input Terminal of Module Voltage/Signal: there are three interfaces 
which all have connecting terminal, easy for user to use

DC+ : positive pole of DC power supply
DC- : negative pole of DC power supply
Ch1: esting interface of input signal (high level is effective, and 
effective high level can be 3-30V; 1.5-3V voltage can’t be tested, so 
you need to avoid this voltage range

Output Terminal of Relay Load: there are three interfaces which all 
have connecting terminal

NO: relay normal open interface
COM: relay common interface
NC: relay normal close interface

Function 8: Limited Circular Timing Mode 2: After power up, relay is 
pull-in immediately, and it is disconnected after delayed time T1 
arrives; it is pull-in after off-state time T2 arrives, then repeat NX 
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